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n A day after taking ownership of East Binghamton Yard in
Binghamton, N.Y., NS locomotive 3491, an SD40-2 engine, arrives for
yard and local service as part of NS’ new operations there. A D&H
GP38-2 locomotive rests on the service tracks.

Norfolk Southern’s purchase of the Delaware & Hudson
Railway Co.’s South Line in September strengthens
the railroad’s competitive position in the Northeast
and opens the door for long-term business growth.
Buying the 282-mile line from D&H, a subsidiary of
Canadian Pacific Railway, better enables NS to serve
the needs of intermodal, automotive, and merchandise
customers across the market region.

A classic Frank Sinatra song, “My Way,” nicely sums up
the benefits of NS control, said Jim Ogle, assistant
superintendent, Harrisburg Division, where the line runs.
“As Frank would say, we can do it our way. That’s
proven successful for us, and it’s best for the company
and it’s best for our customers,” said Ogle, the
Transportation Department’s point person in the
ultra-smooth transition of operations from CP.
1
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NS’ purchase has its roots in the 1999 split of
Conrail’s assets between NS and East Coast
competitor CSX. CSX acquired Conrail’s New England
assets, gaining a substantial market advantage. Ever
since, NS has looked for opportunities to extend its
reach into the region.
“It’s important for Norfolk Southern and for the
national customers we serve that we have broad
geographic coverage,” said John Friedmann, vice
president strategic planning, who oversaw the
planning involved in the line takeover. “New England
is too big and important of a market to ignore.”
In 2009, NS expanded its New England presence
with the $137.5 million Pan Am Southern joint
venture with Pan Am Railways. That venture focused
on a 115-mile mainline dubbed the Patriot Corridor
that runs between Mechanicville, N.Y., near Albany,
and Ayer, Mass., in the Boston market.
As owner of the D&H South Line – which runs
between Sunbury, Pa., and Schenectady, N.Y. – NS
now has direct, single-line access into the heart of
the Northeast region, including improved access to
consumer-rich New England markets. This bolsters
NS’ ability to compete with other rail carriers, and,
most important, with trucks, which move the majority
of commercial freight in New England. NS invested
$214.5 million to buy the line.
“By giving us better connections with Pan Am
Southern and short line railroads in that area,”
Friedmann said, “we plan to provide a more truckcompetitive service that will help us grow business.”
Through trackage and haulage agreements with CP,
Norfolk Southern used the D&H line even before the
Conrail transaction. While those agreements gave NS
market access, they were costly and often resulted in
service issues that complicated business dealings with
customers. By the time of NS’ purchase, NS freight
accounted for about 80 percent of traffic over the line.
“It just made sense for NS to end up as the owner
and operator,” Friedmann said. “It enables us to better

control our service product and to make changes to our
train plan to adapt to customer demands and needs.”
Through the transaction, NS significantly increased
its presence in Binghamton, N.Y., becoming owner
of East Binghamton Yard. The former CP facility has
17 tracks and includes a mechanical shop equipped
to service locomotives and rail cars.
“Binghamton used to be the end of our world, and
now it’s a hub for us,” said Chip Meador, director
strategic planning, who helped quarterback the transition
planning. “We can go west, north, and south there, and
we can go east with a short line connection.”
In addition, NS picked up two smaller yards – an
intermodal facility at Taylor, Pa., that serves the
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre metropolitan area, and a yard
at Oneonta, N.Y.
Overall, Friedmann said, the acquisition solidifies
and complements strategic initiatives NS has launched
to expand business in the Northeast. Following is a
look at how NS business groups stand to gain from
the D&H deal.

Boosting intermodal service
NS’ intermodal marketing group uses the D&H South
Line to move domestic container freight from Chicago’s
47th Street terminal to the railroad’s intermodal
facilities in Mechanicville and Ayer. Most of that
traffic is being moved for J.B. Hunt, Hub Group, and
intermodal marketing companies doing business with
retailers such as Wal-Mart, Target, TJ Maxx, Procter
& Gamble, and Best Buy, said Kevin Saunders,
director intermodal marketing.

n Conductor Philip Estrella , right, watches as
Sean Campbell, conductor trainee, lines a switch
for their train to enter East Binghamton Yard.
2
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n An NS intermodal train passes through
Ninevah Junction in New York on NS’ first day
of operations as owner of the D&H South Line.

Before buying the line, NS handed off intermodal trains to CP at Binghamton.
From there, CP moved the freight to Mechanicville, where much of it was passed
on to Pan Am Southern for transport to Ayer.
Having three carriers involved added costs and increased the risk of a service
disruption, said Chris Luebbers, group manager intermodal marketing. Now,
Buffalo
CP is not involved in the move.
“We have control over the entire service, and it gives us the ability to provide
a much more consistent and fluid ride,” Luebbers said. “Consistency is what our
Cleveland
customers really need. This enables shippers to be more confident in using
NS for
access into those Northeastern and New England markets.”
NS could see some business gains at the Taylor intermodal facility. It Pittsburgh
is located near
several big-box retail distributors and a Pennsylvania alcoholic beverage distribution
center served mainly by truck, and NS is better situated to convert that freight to rail.
One of the biggest longer-term opportunities, Luebbers said, is the potential to
expand international business at the Port of New York and New Jersey. That includes
growing existing Canadian markets in Montreal and Toronto and establishing new
service from the port to markets in Buffalo, Albany, and Ayer. Currently, most of that
international import traffic moves by truck.
“There’s an opportunity to come up with some new services,” Luebbers said.
NS, he added, is taking time to ensure smooth operations before pushing too
aggressively for new business.
“Transportation, in particular, is being very diligent in the transition of operations
and not trying to do too much, too soon,” Luebbers said. “I think that’s been a
good approach.”
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Binghamton
New York/
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Baltimore

Philadelphia/
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Washington,
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Norfolk Southern
Trackage

NS Trackage/Haulage Rights
Pan Am Southern Joint Venture
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FYI: Line gets
new names
Since taking ownership
of the D&H South Line,
NS has adopted its own
names for the line,
said David Gooden,
division superintendent,
Harrisburg Division. The
stretch from Sunbury,
Pa., to Binghamton,
N.Y., is now known as
the Sunbury Line. The
section from Binghamton
to Schenectady is
called the Freight Line.

4
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Revving up automotive business
Since the Pan Am Southern joint venture, NS’ automotive
business group has reached into New England at auto
ramps at Mechanicville and Ayer. All of NS’ auto traffic
flowing into that large vehicle consumer market moves
over the D&H line.
NS’ ownership of the South Line should lead to
improved service, said Richard Kiley, group vice
president automotive and supply chain. NS previously
needed CP’s approval to run additional volumes or
increase capacity for auto traffic on the line, a process
that sometimes disrupted service for NS customers.
“We look at this as being able to control our own
destiny, making sure we have efficient routing from
origin to destination,” Kiley said. “Any time we can
make our service more consistent, our customers
look at us more favorably, so this opens the door to
expanding business.”
Ford is NS’ largest auto customer at Ayer, while the
Mechanicville facility handles a mix of Ford, Toyota,
and Chrysler vehicles. Consistency for them means
meeting service schedules to avoid delaying haul-away
truckers who transport vehicles from the auto ramps
to car dealerships in the region.
“The focus for automotive is shoring up our service
between the Midwest, where the vehicles are produced,
and New England, where they are consumed,” Kiley
said. “This is about maintaining our market share,
improving our product, and putting together a service
package that is readily sellable.”

“It just made sense for
NS to end up as the owner
and operator. It enables
us to better control our
service product and to
make changes to our train
plan to adapt to customer
demands and needs.”
— John Friedmann,
vice president strategic
planning

n Engineer Ken Kertesz , a former CP
engineer who was hired by NS, works his
last CP/D&H train into East Binghamton
Yard on the day before the cutover to NS.
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Growth potential for local customers
The D&H line runs through a key part of the Marcellus
Shale market in Pennsylvania, giving NS a stronger
position there. NS picked up about 16 customers
previously served by CP, and, currently, the biggest
local business for NS on the line is moving fracking
sand that oil and gas companies use to drill in the
shale deposits.
NS also picked up an International Paper plant that
produces corrugated cardboard boxes, and several
small grain and feed customers, including one that
makes wild bird seed. In addition, NS gained access
to General Electric’s turbine production plant in
Schenectady. Within a week after taking over the
line, NS moved a turbine from the GE facility to a
Georgia utility plant.
“The new business showed up almost instantly,”
said Doug McNeil, director distribution and network
services in industrial products.
McNeil headed a marketing team that analyzed the
business case for the transaction. A benefit of owning
the line, he said, is that NS can promote industrial
development along the tracks. One opportunity is the
transload market, including establishing
Thoroughbred Bulk Transfer facilities at key locations
to draw in business that currently isn’t rail-served.
“People seem to think this is just an intermodal
and automotive play, but there’s a lot of potential for
merchandise traffic,” said Gregg Cronk, system
manager interline service.
Chad Grinnell, short line development manager,
handles direct customer sales along the line. He said
some businesses on the line told him he was the first
railroad sales person they’d seen in seven years.
“The feedback we’ve gotten has been extremely
positive,” Grinnell said. “We’ve had discussions
with all the customers on how we can mutually grow
their business.”
Having direct access to NS’ network expands
opportunities for local customers to do business with
NS-served suppliers, producers, and vendors they
couldn’t connect with via CP.

“The ability to capitalize on NS’ customer base for
their supply chain options, whether it’s a warehouse
or soybeans, is really the most exciting avenue for
customers on the D&H South Line,” Grinnell said.
“It doesn’t mean we’ve landed business, but the ability
to expand their vendor list, get competitive pricing, and
get better service continues to drive our discussions.”
		

Expanding reach with short lines
NS now can offer more cost-efficient rail options for
short lines that connect to the D&H South Line and
for mutual customers, said Jennifer Cox, manager
short line development.
“Providing single-line service to our short line
connections makes the economics work,” Cox said.
“You have fewer railroads involved and you can
eliminate things that people see as barriers or
complications to getting the business done.”
NS expects to grow business on short lines that
connect with Pan Am Southern in the New England
market as well. Opportunities might include moving
paper products, plastics, building materials, and
agricultural goods.
McNeil said NS plans to offer reliable and timely
service by running merchandise trains over the line
every day of the week. CP was running trains three
days a week when NS took over, he said. Many of the
short lines and their customers wrote letters to the
U.S. Surface Transportation Board supporting NS’
purchase of the line, he added.
“Customers will get a lot more attention because
they’ll have a hometown railroad focused on their
business,” McNeil said.
Over the next year, business now handled by other
carriers will come up for bid, he said, giving NS an
opportunity to make a play for it.
“There’s a lot of truck traffic that comes out of
New England that is very service sensitive, and I think
our ability to compete for that is going to improve
dramatically,” McNeil said. “We just have to track down
the business and sell the opportunities.” n BizNS
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ON D&H SOUTH LINE TAKEOVER, NS TEAM SHINES

Planning, teamwork, attention
to detail add up to smooth start
“There were dozens if not
hundreds of things that had to
be done, and done very quickly,
to maintain fluid operations.”
— Jim Ogle,
assistant superintendent,
Harrisburg Division
n ABOVE: NS Harrisburg Division training
coordinators Jeff Mockler, at right in red shirt,
and Eric Wright , at left with back to camera,
discuss NS operating rules, including the proper
method to mount and dismount equipment, with
new train crew employees hired from CP.
6
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As far as railroad acquisitions go, Norfolk Southern’s purchase of the D&H South
Line was considered a “minor transaction” by the U.S. Surface Transportation Board.
Bringing the 282-mile line under NS’ ownership and control, however, was a major
undertaking for employees, touching nearly every department at the company.
“It was one of those rare efforts that required everyone to pitch in and
coordinate, and I’m really happy with the job that representatives from all the
departments did,” said John Friedmann, vice president strategic planning,
who oversaw planning efforts.
“The biggest challenge was preparing for the day everything was switched over
and not knowing if things were going to work as intended – and then having
contingencies in place if they didn’t,” said Jim Ogle, assistant superintendent,
Harrisburg Division. “There were dozens if not hundreds of things that had to be
done, and done very quickly, to maintain fluid operations.”
After NS applied in November 2014 for STB approval to buy the line, Ogle,
formerly superintendent of Croxton Yard in New Jersey, moved to Binghamton,
N.Y., to understand how Canadian Pacific operated the line and to serve as NS’
“eyes and ears.”
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For months before switch over day, Ogle participated in weekly conference calls
with members of the NS team to discuss progress and challenges to overcome. In
addition to strategic planning and transportation, key players included representatives
from labor relations, human resources, information technology, communications
and signals, maintenance of way, bridges and buildings, mechanical operations,
dispatching, operations service and support, marketing, transportation systems,
network service design, revenue accounting, law, and government relations.
“At any time, we probably had 50 people at NS working on implementation over
a period of six months, in addition to doing their day jobs,” said Chip Meador,
director strategic planning, who helped orchestrate planning.

n At a training and orientation session held
in Binghamton for former CP employees hired
by NS, Jim Ogle, assistant superintendent,
in white shirt and tie, discusses differences
between NS and CP operations with some
of the new hires, from left, Ken Kertesz ,
engineer, and yardmasters Anthony
Albanese and Mike Simonds.

Keeping nimble
When compared with deals that NS has brokered over the past two decades, Meador
said the D&H line acquisition, while much smaller, is second only to the Conrail
transaction in terms of complexity.
“There were a lot of details,” he said. “Knowing that the best laid plans don’t
always work, we had to be nimble on our feet.”
Getting STB approval was the first step. Attorneys in NS’ law department
– about eight were involved from start to finish – assembled an STB application
five inches thick that examined every angle of why the deal should be approved.
NS government relations, strategic planning, and marketing generated support
from key constituents.
“One of the reasons I think it went so smoothly is that we did our homework,”
said Maqui Parkerson, general attorney, who oversaw the STB approval process.
“It was a very collaborative public outreach effort across several departments.
We had elected officials, shippers, and short lines supporting the transaction.”
NS’ execution of operations on the South Line has been relatively flawless since
Day 1 of ownership. Hiccups were addressed quickly. For example, on the first day,
a Saturday, communications and signals hustled to start connecting signals directly
to NS’ network after getting reports that signals data being routed to NS via CP’s
Minneapolis dispatch center were moving slower than anticipated.

“It was a very
collaborative public
outreach effort across
several departments.
We had elected officials,
shippers, and short
lines supporting the
transaction.”
— Maqui Parkerson,
general attorney
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Chad Morris, track supervisor, kneeling, and
Keith Zerbe, assistant track supervisor, change
n

mainline switch locks from CP to new NS standard
locks along the D&H South Line.

The original plan called for passing the data through
CP’s system for about the first two weeks to allow time
to connect each signal directly to NS’ network. Instead,
to ensure smooth train operations, C&S engineers
from Atlanta and local crews worked through the
weekend to install software and rewire equipment
at 23 control points.
“They knew what they had to do, and they did it,”
said Shane Mills, C&S senior electronic engineer.
“To keep the trains moving, we work weekends,
holidays, nights – it doesn’t matter.”
At sunrise on the first day, about a dozen operations
service and support people dispersed along the South
Line to count and inventory rail cars that CP was handing
off to NS for local customers. They covered the territory
in about 12 hours, counting around 850 cars.
“They checked every siding for cars tucked away and
to make sure tracks we said were clear were actually
clear,” said Patrick Horgan, manager OSS. “CP had
sent us electronic data about the cars that were on
the territory, and once we put eyes on a car, we added
it into our system and brought the waybill for it over.”
In the months before that, OSS employees visited
multiple times with local customers to understand
their business model and gather information to design
a local service operating plan. “We wanted to make
sure we could give them what they needed to run their
operation efficiently,” Horgan said.
In concert, employees from network services
developed an operating plan for merchandise trains
moving over the South Line, setting up train schedules
and plans to efficiently build and route blocks of rail
cars to yards and customers across the Northeast.
8
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“It’s a dynamic plan, and we’re
continuing to tweak and improve it,”
said Gregg Cronk, system manager
interline service.
Working mostly behind the scenes,
IT employees helped to integrate operations of the
new territory into NS’ computer system, and they
also ordered and helped install computers and other
communications infrastructure.
IT employees tweaked computer programs and
helped enter data to update key business applications
used by departments across the company, said
Angela Glass, senior technology analyst. “A lot of
coordination was required between many business
areas and IT application areas,” she said. These efforts
ranged from ensuring the receipt of waybills from CP
to assisting with entering track elevation data to ensure
safe delivery of high-wide loads over the D&H line.
Danny Arnhart, senior technology engineer, oversaw
IT work on the operations side that included hooking up
computers and wireless access points and working with
C&S in transferring voice, data, and other communications
circuits from CP’s system to NS’ network.
“We built spreadsheets and started from scratch on
much of what we needed to do,” he said. In the weeks
leading up to cutover day, IT rehearsed scenarios on
things that could go wrong.
“Everybody knew what their function would be,”
Arnhart said. “When the day actually hit, we were
pleased at how smoothly things did go.”
The successful outcome is a credit to talented
employees who rolled up their sleeves and worked
together to advance NS’ business goals, said
John Anthony, C&S assistant general supervisor.
“When they were called on, they stepped up to the
plate to make things happen,” Anthony said. “When
you needed something done, people were there and
ready to respond and got it done.” n BizNS
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A long to-do list
To appreciate the scope and complexity of the D&H South Line transaction, here’s a snapshot
of tasks that had to be accomplished between May, when NS received approval to acquire the line,
and 12:01 a.m. Sept. 19, when NS assumed control.

implementing agreements with 10 industry labor unions and then interview,
 Secure
hire, onboard, and train about 150 former CP craft employees in transportation,

engineering, and mechanical. Training ranged from instruction on NS operating rules
to how to gain computer access to the Employee Resource Center.

and execute a plan to transfer train dispatching from CP’s dispatch center in
 Develop
Minneapolis, Minn., to NS’ dispatch center in Harrisburg, Pa. That included working

with partner GE Transportation to configure software integrating the line into NS’
Unified Train Control System and installing circuits and networking equipment at
trackside control points, enabling dispatchers to operate signals and power switches.

and install computers at yards and field locations to ensure employees could
 Acquire
check in for work, receive train orders, and conduct other essential business.
and identify rail cars CP used to serve local customers that NS picked up
 Locate
as part of the transaction. The cars’ ID numbers had to be entered into NS’
Thoroughbred Yard Enterprise System for tracking and customer billing.

approval from the Federal Communications Commission for a new NS radio
 Receive
communications frequency for operations between Binghamton and Schenectady,
N.Y., and then program radios to access it.

identification markers at every grade crossing on the line, including at some
 Change
165 private crossings, from CP to NS contact information.

 Replace approximately 150 CP mainline switch locks with NS locks.
new budget categories in SAP to account for new operating expenses, ranging
 Create
from train crew starts to water consumed.
and install communication circuits associated with remote sensors and
 Order
wayside detectors that do things such as identify rail cars and car wheel defects.
up new “revenue stations” in NS’ computer operating systems to identify new
 Set
customer locations and service stops added through the transaction.
rate authorities and implement waybilling processes to ensure that traffic
 Develop
moving to, from, or over the line continued to move seamlessly after the cutover.

9
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n Ken Kertesz, a former CP engineer hired by NS,
is enthusiastic about becoming an NS employee and about
future business prospects on the former D&H South Line.

From culture to operations, former
CP employees like what they see at NS
Former Canadian Pacific employees hired by Norfolk Southern to help operate the
“I personally think that it
was a salvation for NS to
come in. I know that their
infrastructure is top
notch, and I know that
they’re serious about
growing the business,
which is good for us.”
— Ken Kertesz,
locomotive engineer

10
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D&H South Line territory are bullish about the line’s future under NS ownership.
“I don’t have the adjectives to say how great it is and what a wonderful change
I’ve seen,” said Joe Mesiti, a former CP track supervisor. Based at Taylor, Pa.,
Mesiti now oversees a track maintenance crew for NS made up of mostly former
CP people. “I can see a difference in how the customers are serviced – it’s faster,
and there are more locomotives and crews to move the freight. It’s what we needed
to keep the line going, and the help and support we’re getting from NS is well more
than I would have imagined.”
For Ken Kertesz, a locomotive engineer based at Taylor, the move to NS brought
a well-received boost in engine power. Kertesz had been moving yard and local
trains using a single, four-axle engine, but NS provided two six-axle locomotives
for the task.
“On the first day of operation, they gave us the equivalent of 6,000 horsepower
to move freight in and out of Taylor,” said Kertesz. “Instead of struggling and
having to make double moves, Norfolk Southern saw fit to give us sufficient power,
so it’s been good. I personally think that it was a salvation for NS to come in. I know
that their infrastructure is top notch, and I know that they’re serious about growing
the business, which is good for us.”
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NS

NS’ positive management culture has impressed
Mike Simonds, a yardmaster at East Binghamton
Yard who held a similar job with CP.
“It’s been phenomenal,” he said. “From what I’ve
seen so far, management is willing to work with you and
listen if you have anything that needs to be addressed.
They make it feel like a real team atmosphere.”
As part of the D&H South Line transaction, NS hired
about 150 craft employees and around 10 management
employees from CP and its D&H subsidiary for
transportation, engineering, and mechanical operations.
NS labor relations and human resources staffers had
to hustle, respectively, to secure labor agreements and
then interview, hire, and onboard the new employees.
“It’s always challenging to work under time
constraints, but this allowed us to do a lot of
productive work with our labor organizations,” said
Robin Pearson, assistant director labor relations.
The labor agreements addressed things such as
employee seniority and efficient transfer of operations,
she said.
“I think people are excited to be here,” said
Sharona Stimpson, manager human resources
planning, who oversaw hiring efforts. “The CP folks
we’ve hired are an excellent addition to the NS team.”

NS launched an intensive training effort in the
days before cutover to ensure the new employees
understood the railroad’s operating rules and focus
on safety, including the “i am Coming Home” safety
message. “It was just a great effort by all of the
NS employees to get the D&H people welcomed in
and on board,” said Greg Carlyle, division engineer,
Harrisburg Division. “I can’t say enough good things
about our training coordinators.”
The former CP employees said business began to
pick up almost immediately after NS took ownership
of the South Line.
“We’re seeing some older business that we
haven’t had for about three years come back on line,”
Kertesz said.
“It seems to me,” Simonds said, “that NS is looking
to expand not only as far as rail lines are concerned,
but also as far as servicing customers and trying to
benefit everybody.” n BizNS
n ABOVE: At East Binghamton Yard, former CP employees
and new NS hires Rob Odonnell, brakeman, left, and
Gregory Nepa, engineer, review paperwork during their
first tour of duty as NS employees.
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PICK YOUR PARTS:

Mechanical finds savings,
efficiencies with inventory network
Over the past year, three Mechanical Department facilities have become Norfolk

RESULTS SO FAR
INCLUDE REDUCED
SHIPPING COSTS,
QUICKER DELIVERY
OF PARTS, AND
BETTER VISIBILITY
OF INVENTORY – A
CRITICAL ASPECT OF
COST CONTROL.
n Jason Hartman, senior general
foreman, oversees the Juniata Distribution
Center at the Juniata Locomotive Shop in
Altoona, Pa.

12
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Southern’s version of Amazon.com for locomotive and car shops.
In a significant shift from past practice, these centralized warehouse and
distribution centers – rather than individual shops – now oversee NS’ inventory
of locomotive and car parts. Valued at around $160 million, this inventory consists
of approximately 19,000 types of locomotive components and 1,500 types of
car components.
Locomotive components are housed at NS distribution centers in Roanoke, Va.,
and Altoona, Pa., while car components are handled at a Dayton, Ohio, facility.
The 24/7 operation – named the Thoroughbred Material Distribution Network –
involves UPS as NS’ over-the-highway freight contractor. UPS trucks make runs
between NS suppliers and the distribution centers and between the centers and
mechanical shops picking up and dropping off parts.
With this “hub-and-spoke” approach, NS aims to lower costs, improve operating
efficiencies, and, ultimately, better serve customers. Results so far include reduced
shipping costs, quicker delivery of parts, and better visibility of inventory – a critical
aspect of cost control, noted Doug Corbin, assistant vice president mechanical.
“We have a much better handle on what we have in our inventory and where it is,”
Corbin said. “The idea is to reduce the inventory at the various shops from something
like a 60-day supply to about a two-week supply. That’s a 25 percent cut of what it
was and will help us control our expenditures on material. We haven’t realized the
full potential yet, but the potential is great.”
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Developing a system
Using the company’s SAP enterprise software, car
and locomotive shops place online orders – called
“picks” – with the centers rather than with NS parts
suppliers for new and reconditioned parts.
“Part of our job is to be the guardian over the
processes and how they flow,” said Cyndi Croft,
manager parts distribution, who oversees operations
at the Roanoke and Dayton distribution centers.
“Our goal is to deliver a part or needed component
within 24 hours. We don’t want to delay customers’
freight by having locomotives or cars sitting around
in shops and repair tracks waiting on parts.”
The hub-and-spoke system, championed by
Don Graab, vice president mechanical, grew out of
a 2013 brainstorming session at NS’ Brosnan Forest.
At the time, the department operated a daily “milk
run” of trucks traveling from shop to shop between
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Bellevue, Ohio, picking up
and dropping off mainly used and reconditioned parts.
While serving a purpose, the milk run reached
a limited number of shops and proved difficult to
manage. Locomotive shops sometimes waited several
days for needed parts, and, because inventory was
scattered in shops systemwide, a part delivered to
one shop often had to be picked up the next day and
taken to another shop that needed it for a specific
engine model.
The hub-and-spoke operation eliminates those
issues. NS Modalgistics®, the railroad’s supplychain consulting group, helped identify where to
locate the distribution centers. A Modalgistics study
showed that the large locomotive shops in Roanoke
and Altoona comprised 60 to 70 percent of demand
for locomotive parts. Because both also recondition
engine parts for other NS shops, basing the
locomotive parts distribution centers there made
sense. The study showed that car parts are
distributed evenly across the system, making
Dayton, Ohio, the geographical center of NS’
network, an ideal location.

“We helped paint a picture with the data,” said
Alan Brown, senior manager supply chain strategy.
“It’s the type of supply-chain analysis we do for a lot
of our customers.”
The Mechanical Department lowered start-up costs
by picking buildings in Roanoke and Dayton that NS
owned but were underused. The Roanoke center is
housed in a renovated four-story brick building known
as General Office Building East, next to the Roanoke
Locomotive Shop. NS predecessor Norfolk and Western
Railway constructed the building as a warehouse.
The Dayton center is in a warehouse constructed
to store auto parts. NS leased the building to a
business partner supplying parts to General Motors,
but shifts in GM’s operations since the 2008 economic
downturn left the facility underused.
“It’s more effective to serve the shops from a single
central location,” said Daniel White, general foreman
material, who manages the Dayton center. “It gives us
better accounting of our parts inventory and improves
asset utilization, especially for parts that are expensive
or are older and harder to come by.”
The Altoona center is based in the storehouse that
serves Juniata Locomotive Shop and supplies shops
in NS’ Northern Region with parts reconditioned at
Juniata. The center supports 33 different shop activities
at Juniata alone, said Jason Hartman, senior general
foreman, who has implemented the new distribution
system in Altoona.
“We’re still in the incubation stage with this, but
we’re seeing benefits,” Hartman said. “It’s going to be
cost driven and very efficient.”
The benefits extend beyond mechanical. In an
example of interdepartmental collaboration, the
Roanoke center is providing space for the Charlotte
Roadway Shop to store parts that track gangs need
to repair maintenance of way equipment.
“Engineering is able to use the mechanical
distribution network and put some of their material
a day closer to a number of locations on the northern
and western regions,” Corbin said. Brown calls it a
“case of two teams pulling in the same direction to
deliver what NS needed.”
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Money, time, and green business

n TOP: Frank Howell, stockman and
forklift operator, unloads a locomotive
engine turbo charger from the back of
a UPS delivery truck.
n MIDDLE: Cyndi Croft , manager parts
distribution, stands in a parts storage
warehouse at the Roanoke Distribution Center.
n LAST: Erik Page, stockman, searches
the company’s train management computer
system to determine whether a locomotive
part sent in for repairs is under warranty.
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Every day, about 40 scheduled UPS trucks make stops at the distribution
centers. Roanoke serves as the “mother store” for locomotive shops on
the southern half of NS’ territory, while Altoona handles northern shops.
Managers at the centers communicate often with the shops to
ensure needs are met. Every morning at
about 6:30, for example, Croft reviews
a computerized list of locomotives at
each shop in need of repair parts.
“When a unit hits that list, I want it
off the list in a day,” said Croft, a 31-year
NS employee with a degree in industrial
engineering. “If we don’t have the part,
we’ll help them get it. It’s an ongoing
process, but we are seeing reduced
locomotive dwell time attributed to delays
in getting repair parts.”
The eventual goal is for shops to set
up “triggers” in SAP to automatically
place orders for parts when their supplies drop below a specified number.
“We’re trying to get to a lean, just-in-time situation,” said Croft, which saves
money by reducing the number of new parts purchased.
“I see positive returns on our investment as we explore the practical benefits
SAP has to offer,” said Hartman.
At the distribution centers, employees on forklifts load and unload pallets and
bins packed with parts. To increase efficiency at Roanoke, a first-floor area near the
loading dock is used to store parts in high demand that move quickly.
Employees at the centers sort through boxes of failed parts sent from the shops
to identify those that are under warranty and repairable. They examine serial numbers
and manufacture dates and complete paperwork in SAP on parts shipped to suppliers
for repair. Suppliers send repaired parts back to the centers to be placed in inventory.
Erik Page, a stockman at the Roanoke center, saved about $60,000 in repair costs
one month by identifying equipment that was under warranty but not marked as such.
“It looked new, and I checked on the computer and, ‘Oops’!”
In addition to saving money, the distribution system promotes sustainable business
and advances sustainability efforts at NS.
“Instead of scrapping parts, we are recycling and reusing many of them,” Croft
said. “By serving as a collection and distribution point for our locomotive and car
shops, we don’t require as much material, which trickles down to suppliers who
aren’t producing as much carbon footprint in the manufacturing process. We’re also
making our truck routes more efficient, and that certainly equates to a lower carbon
footprint.” n BizNS
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NS’ GREEN, COST-EFFICIENT SERVICE RECOGNIZED

Customers on board for intermodal
at inland port facility in Greer, S.C.
Norfolk Southern continues to gain intermodal
business at the South Carolina Inland Port in Greer
by offering cost-efficient and environmentally friendly
rail transport to and from the Port of Charleston.
Customers are showing their appreciation. Eastman
Chemical Company earlier this year recognized NS’
intermodal group for helping the firm develop a
sustainable rail option at the inland port that has reduced
the company’s shipping costs and truck emissions.
“Combining this inland terminal with reliable rail
service to the Port of Charleston allows Eastman
to take shipments off the highway, which is more
efficient from an environmental standpoint,” said
Chris Luebbers, NS group manager intermodal
marketing. “What’s really exciting to me is that it
proves the point that rail can be better from a cost
perspective, even in short-haul lanes like this.”
NS is the exclusive provider of rail service to the
two-year-old inland port owned and operated by the
South Carolina Ports Authority. With BMW as anchor
customer, NS partnered with the ports authority to open

the facility in fall 2013, providing rail, signal, and other
track infrastructure to support the nearly $50 million
project. BMW operates a production plant at Greer for
its X-series sports activity vehicles, and NS transports
parts and components for the luxury automaker in
double-stack intermodal containers between Charleston
and Greer.
Since launching rail service there, NS has added
other high-profile customers in and around northwestern
South Carolina, known as the Upstate. Among the
largest are Adidas, the athletic apparel company,
which operates a distribution facility at nearby
Spartanburg; tire maker Michelin, one of the state’s
largest manufacturing employers with a production
facility near the inland port; and farm equipment
manufacturer John Deere.
In July, the ports authority released figures showing
that container activity at the inland port in fiscal 2015,
its first fiscal year of operations, had surpassed
five-year traffic projections, with 58,407 rail moves.
Volume growth has continued.

n NS intermodal train 237 stops
at the South Carolina Inland Port
terminal at Greer, S.C.
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In the first eight months of 2015 alone,
NS container traffic at the inland port outpaced
its first-year volumes by more than 50 percent,
Luebbers said. To handle the additional
business, he said, NS earlier this year added
a second train to and from Charleston to better
serve the inland port.
Even drenching rains associated with Hurricane
Joaquin in early October, which generated
historic flooding and damage to highways and
railroad tracks in South Carolina, barely slowed
the business. NS re-established rail service
between Greer and Charleston within days.
To further enhance efficiencies, Luebbers
said NS has worked with the Port of Charleston
to streamline the movement of containers
between NS’ intermodal facility at Charleston
and the port’s two marine terminals.
“The response from companies in the Upstate has been good,” said Luebbers,
who has been involved with the inland port project since its conception. “We’ve
seen extraordinary growth above and beyond projected estimates.”

The Eastman intermodal solution
Eastman, a global specialty chemical company based at Kingsport, Tenn., began
using NS’ service at Greer in March 2014 and gradually has ramped up rail shipments.
The Eastman products move mainly in 20-foot containers and include specialty
plastics and wood pulp-based products bound for markets worldwide. The plastics,
primarily plastic pellets, are used by manufacturers to make things such as packaging
products, refillable hydration bottles, and housewares. Companies use the wood
pulp-based products to make liners for high-end suits, wedding and prom dresses,
and caskets, among other things.
Before NS offered a rail option at Greer, Eastman moved these export products
by highway from its Kingsport plant to Charleston. Eastman used a relay system in
which trucks traveling from each end of the route – one with a loaded container
bound for the port and the other with an empty container for return to Kingsport –
met in Columbia, S.C., to exchange containers.
NS intermodal gained the business by developing a service plan that offers a
similar delivery time at a lower cost, said Debbie Davis Waltermire, Eastman’s
director of global logistics procurement. Now, Eastman uses trucks only on the
move between Kingsport and Greer. NS’ service from Greer to Charleston removes
about 212 miles of truck travel from each Eastman shipment and provides next-day
service for containers moving from Tennessee to the port.
16
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“What’s really exciting
to me is that it proves
the point that rail can
be better from a cost
perspective, even in
short-haul lanes like this.”
— Chris Luebbers,
group manager
intermodal marketing

n A container crane at the
South Carolina Inland Port.
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“We had to build the right lead time into our
business model to do this, but it is very manageable,”
Waltermire said.
As part of its Supplier Excellence Program, Eastman
in May presented NS intermodal and the ports authority
with awards for innovation and sustainability for
helping advance the company’s business goals. It was
the first time that Eastman’s global logistics group
issued a sustainability award to supply-chain partners,
Waltermire said.
Eastman cited its collaboration with NS and the ports
authority in its 2015 sustainability report in a section
entitled “Making a difference along the supply chain.”
Waltermire said NS earned the award for offering
a transportation solution that was cost- and resourceefficient and that helped Eastman reduce supply-chain
carbon emissions. Trains, on average, are four times
more fuel-efficient than trucks and reduce carbon
emissions by 75 percent, according to Federal
Railroad Administration studies.
“Eastman has goals around
sustainable growth and improved
carbon footprint, and we felt that this
gives us supply-chain efficiencies that
allow for sustainable growth,” Waltermire
said of the Greer rail option. In addition,
the NS solution helps Eastman
deal with a current truck driver
shortage – what Waltermire
described as “resource scarcity”
– and also generates a social
benefit: safer highways.
Waltermire said Interstate 26
between Greer and Charleston
“is exceptionally congested, and
we felt rail was a safer approach.
The truck drivers try to drive as
safely as possible, but anytime
you can take truck traffic off the
road, I think that’s a personal
safety improvement.”

While greener transport is a goal for Eastman,
NS’ competitive pricing made the conversion to rail
possible, Waltermire said. “One thing we say about
sustainability is that you can pay a fortune to be
sustainable, but you wouldn’t stay in business doing
that,” she said. “What the Norfolk Southern intermodal
group did was to make sure that this was a value
proposition that made sense for Eastman. Norfolk
Southern understands our business, and we have
an excellent relationship with NS as a whole.”

A triple play for NS
The railroad’s history with Eastman dates to the 1920s,
when the Kingsport plant opened. These days, Eastman
is a unique NS customer, doing business across three
of the railroad’s markets.
NS’ coal business group transports bituminous
coal to the Kingsport plant for
use as energy and as a feedstock
for manufacturing chemicals and
materials. NS’ merchandise group
moves chemicals and inbound wood pulp.
Now, the intermodal service at Greer makes
it a triple play for NS.
“Norfolk Southern’s rail service is
a crucial component to Eastman’s
success, as equipment turn times
greatly influence their production
capability,” said Joe Abernathy,
NS industrial products senior account
manager in chemicals marketing.
“We have what I would term as
a phenomenal relationship with
Eastman. Innovation is a key
component for both of our
companies, and we complement
each other in that regard. They
are staunch supporters of the
rail mode of transportation.”
n BizNS
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PROTECTING NS’ REPUTATION AND BUSINESS

Got a concern? Report it!
A desk phone in Larry Pennino’s third-floor office
at Norfolk Southern’s headquarters sounded off on an
early Friday afternoon. Pennino, at his desk talking to
a visitor, glanced at the phone screen and saw that the
incoming call was on the “Ethics and Compliance Hotline.”
Almost before the ring ended, an NS compliance
investigator in a nearby office had picked up the call.
Pennino, who is NS’ manager ethics compliance,
grinned. “They’re quick,” he said.
During the past two years, Pennino and his team
of three compliance investigators have fielded more
than 500 calls that relate to ethics and compliance
issues at NS. Employees call the 24/7 hotline, use
an online reporting form, send anonymous letters,
and arrange in-person meetings to report concerns
of questionable conduct and to seek ethics advice.
Pennino, a 19-year employee, was a city police
detective for 12 years in Roanoke, Va., before joining
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NS’ police force in 1996. He’s handled ethics and
compliance matters for the Audit and Compliance
Department since 2003. While acknowledging that
many employees associate his department with
“gloom and doom,” Pennino has this message: Don’t
be afraid to contact the ethics and compliance group
to report a concern or ask for advice if you are unsure
about a business decision.
That’s what the office is there for, he said.
“Employees are our eyes and ears,” Pennino said.
“Our message is, we are here and we take this
seriously. We don’t want to be feared. It might sound
corny, but we are here to help.”

Uptick in reporting
During the fourth quarter of 2015, NS’ ethics and
compliance group will raise awareness about the
importance of ethical business conduct in today’s
increasingly transparent corporate environment using
the theme “Reporting Concerns.”
“Ethics is at the forefront of everything in business
now,” Pennino said, noting that good corporate
governance is a cornerstone of NS’ sustainable
business practices.
In early November, for the seventh consecutive
year, NS participated in Corporate Compliance and
Ethics Week. NS’ theme, “Let Your Voice Be Heard,”
played off the national campaign theme of “We’re
Listening,” encouraged employees to report concerns,
and highlighted NS’ Thoroughbred Code of Ethics.
“Our continued participation in this event
demonstrates our ongoing commitment to upholding
our SPIRIT values,” said Wayne Lockwood, director
ethics compliance. “We’re always available to
employees, and this campaign serves as a reminder
that we’re a valuable resource.”
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While call volumes fluctuate, NS’ ethics and compliance office during the last
calendar year experienced a significant increase in reported concerns and requests
for policy advice. The number rose to 309 in 2014, a 50 percent increase over 206
in 2013. In the first eight months of 2015, the office fielded 203 concerns and
requests for guidance.
Pennino noted that the current uptick has occurred since the company in 2012
began introducing behavior-based leadership processes into the workplace to
encourage open communication and build trust.
“People might feel more comfortable reporting because of that, but I don’t know,”
he said. “It’s difficult to put your finger on exactly why calls rise or why they fall.”
The most commonly reported internal concerns, Pennino said, involve things
such as suspected theft of company property, alleged misuse of company purchase
cards, and possible violations of the company’s computer compliance guidelines.
Calls seeking advice often deal with questions about accepting gifts from vendors
or customers and the use of corporate credit cards.
In a typical year, 30 percent of reports of suspected ethics or compliance violations
at NS are substantiated through the company’s internal investigation process,
according to records kept by the department. That rate is similar to other companies
in the transportation, communication, and utility sectors, said Mae Brown, NS
compliance specialist.
“We encourage people to report something if they have questions about it,” Brown
said. “If it turns out to be nothing, it’s nothing. People should know we’re approachable.
We’re not out to get anyone.”

“Employees are our eyes and
ears. Our message is, we are
here and we take this seriously.
We don’t want to be feared.
It might sound corny, but we
are here to help.”
— Larry Pennino,
manager ethics compliance
n PREVIOUS PAGE: NS employees can call
the Ethics and Compliance Hotline to report
possible violations of NS’ code of ethics or
if they have questions about the ethics of
a business decision.
n ABOVE: Larry Pennino, manager
ethics compliance, says that employees
serve as the eyes and ears of the company’s
ethics and compliance efforts.
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Trained investigators

ETHICS AND
COMPLIANCE HOTLINE:

1-800-732-9279
REPORT CONCERNS
ONLINE AT:

ETHICS.NSCORP.COM
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Employees might hesitate to report
concerns for three main reasons,
Pennino said. They fear retaliation;
they doubt that their concerns will be
investigated; or they don’t believe
they can remain anonymous. Not one
is true, he said.
First, NS policy and federal law
prohibit any type of retaliation,
including firing or demotion, against
an employee who reports, in good
faith, what is believed to be violation
of a law, a company policy, or the
code of ethics. Second, every concern
reported is catalogued and investigated
by trained NS compliance investigators
or the appropriate department. Third,
the NS ethics and compliance hotline
does not have caller ID, the online
form does not record email addresses,
and there is no requirement that an
employee provide his or her name
during any stage of an investigation.
“We’re a resource, but it’s sometimes hard to change people’s negative
perceptions,” Pennino said.
Pennino and his team of investigators are certified as fraud examiners and
compliance and ethics professionals and have attended school on interview
and interrogation techniques. The three investigators on his team include a
former NS police officer, a certified public accountant, and an expert on data
analysis.
One thing employees should know, he added, is that his office’s responsibility
is limited to investigating concerns and determining if there is evidence to
support the concerns. His investigators work up reports of their findings and
deliver them to senior managers and officers in human resources or labor
relations, who work together to decide how to proceed.
“We’re the fact finders,” Pennino said. “We present the facts, and that’s it.”
For Pennino, the bottom line is this: Employees facing a situation they’re
unsure of ethically should not hesitate to contact ethics and compliance.
“Just call,” he said, “and put the burden on us.” n BizNS
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From the NS archives
Efficient service is a constant of Norfolk Southern’s

heritage. In January 1957, the Norfolk and Western
Railway published an advertisement to show how the
railroad was constantly expanding and improving its
facilities to ensure better customer service. This ad,
one of a series called “The N & W Story,” featured
development of an “ingenious” car classification system
at its Portsmouth, Ohio, rail yard.
At the time, N&W’s Portsmouth Yard was one of
the world’s largest independent classification yards,
with a capacity of 8,112 freight cars and handling
an average of 3,600 cars daily. The yard had been
expanded to include a 13-track receiving yard and
a new 35-track class yard.

To sort the cars faster and safer, NS’ Signal
Department pioneered what the ad described as
a fully automatic electronic classification system.
The “brain” of the system was a modified teletype
machine. Instead of sending teletyped instructions,
this electromechanical typewriter created a punched
tape that was inserted into a control unit to route
cars onto their assigned tracks. N&W touted the
system as the first of its kind in the industry. The
railroad promoted the advancement with a poeticsounding slogan, “Tiny holes in paper tape speed the
flow of railway freight.”
Today, that spirit of innovation remains alive and
well at Norfolk Southern.
– Jennifer McDaid, NS historical archivist
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Mass., and Enola, Pa.,
Norfolk Southern train 11R,
a new train operated with
Pan Am Railways, crosses
the Tunkhannock Viaduct
at Nicholson, Pa., on NS’
first day as owner of the
D&H South Line.
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Getting personal about safety
As part of Norfolk Southern’s “i am Coming Home” safety rebranding, the Operations
Division is trying new ways to communicate with employees.
One approach is a QR code that can be scanned with a smartphone or similar device
to view brief videos highlighting employees and safety messages. One video is a visit
with Mark Manion, chief operating officer and fourth-generation railroader, at home
with his family. He talks about what “i am Coming Home” and NS’ first tenet of safety
– all injuries can be prevented – mean to him.
In late October, the video message featured Dalton “Birdman” Ankrom, a car repairer
at NS’ 38th Street Car Shop in Norfolk.
Operations employees can find the QR code in the personalized notebooks mailed to
their homes in late summer and on safety bulletin boards. Employees can easily scan
the code after downloading a QR code reader app, such as Red Laser, available for free
on the iTunes and Google Play app stores.
“These are messages that we hope
people will watch, maybe even share
with their families at home,” said
Karin Stamy, system director safety.
“This is a new way of voluntarily
communicating around safety.”
All of the videos can be found on NS’
“i am Coming Home” website:

HTTP://NSC.BZ/VIDEO
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